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Our offices will be closed on 

Wednesday, July 4th.  Please 

plan your orders accordingly.  

Stay Safe!  
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PRODUCE UPDATE 

Week of 7/2 

The lettuce market has softened a bit with low 

demand being reported. The gaps as earlier 

reported are closing and inventories are better. 

Quality is good in both Northern and Southern 

California.  

The squash market is very steady with product 

coming from everywhere including New Jersey.  

Good demand is keeping prices steady as well.  

The pepper market is pretty much steady on all 

sizes including suntans and quality is being 

reported as fair with heat causing only a few 

minor issues.  

The round tomato market is still up as crops start 

to gain strength in different areas.  Grape 

tomatoes remain very reasonable  

FRUIT 

The California grape market remains steady with 

pricing in the thirties.  As other California growing 

areas begin we are hoping to see a little relief.  

The honeydew market remains active with 

shippers reporting huge holiday demand. Quality 

is excellent. 

Strawberry pricing has taken a turn. Growing 

regions have lowered their harvest estimates by 

30-40% . This coupled with holiday pulls and labor 

shortages has raised market pricing. 

The lemon market is currently going way up due to 

one area being finished and another at 80% 

completed.  That with great demand will keep 

pricing up especially on 140 ct fruit.  There will be 

some slight relief as Chilean fruit will start to hit 

the market in a few weeks.       
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COMMODITIES 
BEEF -Grinds –Demand picked up as the 4th approached with retail ads in play. This is expected to drop after the 

holiday. Loins –Demand is light with markets trending lower. Rounds-Demand is light with availability on supply. 

Chucks -  Demand has been steady keeping levels steady as well. Ribs –Demand is weaker with packers showing some 

lower levels to get their inventories inline.  

PORK - Bellies –Interest remains strong with product availability minimal. Hams –Loins -  Market is 

Unsettled. Demand has remained average and is expected to ease after the holiday.  Butts – Market is Mostly 

Steady. Ribs –Demand keeps this market full steady to firm. Seasonal trends through July should see some lower 

demand.                

CHICKEN - WOGS –Some lower levels have been seen. Tenders –Product is tight with limited 

availability.   Boneless Breasts –Inventory is short of full needs with increased demand. Legs and Leg Quarters –

Markets are soft with limited demand. Thigh Meat -  Market is steady.   Wings – Market is rated fair to steady. Jumbo 

wings are fair with small and medium sized product tighter in availability.   

TURKEY -Whole Birds –Product trades at full market levels with Toms slightly harder to secure needed sizes. 

Breast Meat –Product trades at current to higher levels. Inventory is limited.  Drums –Demand is high with inventory 

short of full needs, putting pressure on the market.  Wings –Whole wings are at least steady with tom two joints 

unsettled.       

SEAFOOD-Gulf  Shrimp-Market continues to show signs of weakness. Carry over inventory and expanded 

production is contributing to putting pressure on this market. Black Tiger Shrimp – Market remains unsettled, with 

lower prices still available in the white market. Larger sized products still limited in availability. White Shrimp-   This 

market still seeing downward pressure as demand remains below expectations. Weather plays a part as well as 

replacement product overseas seeing some upward pressure. King Crab –Active demand and limited inventory is 

keeping this market under pressure. Snow Crab – Market is mostly steady.  Warm Water Lobster Tails -  Market 

under pressure with limited availability and high demand. North American Lobster Tails - Market is mostly steady.  

Salmon - Markets are steady to about steady. Demand is moderate to fair. Cod – Market is steady but firm. Higher 

global demand and reduced quotas keeps this market under pressure.  Flounder -Market continues to remain under 

pressure with lighter inventories and good demand.  Pollock remains a value over other species due to higher 

demand and firmer markets, with buyers shifting to Pollock to cover their needs. Domestic Catfish - Market is 

steady.   Tilapia –Demand remains steady with inventory in good position. Swai –Conditions in Vietnam remain 

unsettled with pricing structures still in negotiations, which is holding up orders until this is resolved. Additional 

issues with product checks and logistics still comes into play with imports. Scallops –Larger sized domestic product is 

firm as inventory levels are short of increased needs. The balance of domestic product as well as the import market 

holds at steady levels.       

DAIRY -Cheese - The CME Blocks and Barrels market moved higher this week. The gap between blocks and 

barrels is widening. Demand as well as production of cheese around the country is mixed.  Inventories are reported as 

varying by cheese type. Inventories on Italian cheese and barrels are reported as long. Export interest is weaker amid 

tariff concerns. Butter - The CME Butter market moved both higher and lower this week. Production of butter is 



July- National Culinary Arts Month 

July- National Ice Cream Month 

July - National Picnic Month 

July 4th- Independence Day 

July 6th- National Fried Chicken Day 

July 13th- National French Fry Day 

July 20th- National Ice Cream Sundae Day 

July 28th- National Hamburger Day 

July 29th- National Chicken Wing Day 

August - National Peach Month 

August- National Sandwich Month 

August 3rd- National Watermelon Day 

August 4th- National Chocolate Chip Cookie Day 

August 13th- National Filet Mignon Day 

August 19th- National Soft-Serve Ice Cream Day 

August 24th- National Peach Pie Day 

August 27th- National Burger Day 
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active. Inventories vary by region. In the West Ice Cream manufacturers are taking in additional loads of cream. 

EGGS  -Demand in retail is meeting seasonal levels. Foodservice segment demand is reported as good especially 

where QSR promotions are featured. Demand for institutional business is fair. The National Weekly Shell Egg 

Inventory shows a decrease of -3% this week.  

SOY OIL -Market is soft. It has moved lower this week and is seeing levels we have not seen for years. Low prices 

are in effect in order to sell as much American soy as possible before China imposes a 25% tariff on soy imports July 

6th. Argentina had a strike bringing all exports to a temporary halt as well as a smaller than expected soy crop. Brazil 

is having internal logistical problems which is hampering their soy exports.  Weather is cooperating for current U.S. 

soy crop with 73% of the planted product good to favorable. 

WHEAT/FLOUR Market is soft as wheat futures continue to decline to a five-month low. Wheat seems to follow 

soy and corn prices as the trade issues and tariff talks get closer to becoming reality. U.S. is losing export sales and is 

keeping pressure on this market that has overstocked raw inventories. Flour prices are very attractive. 

 


